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4 PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Application for Review P2044/2018 of Planning Application PL17/027801 
for 14 & 16 Clay Drive, Doncaster (Amended Plans for VCAT) 

File Number: IN19/82 

Responsible Director: Director City Planning and Community  

Applicant: Arnwell Pty Ltd 

Planning Controls: Activity Centre Zone, Schedule 1 (ACZ1), Development 
Contributions Plan Overlay, Schedule 1 (DCP01), Parking 
Overlay, Schedule 1 (PO1) 

Ward: Koonung 

Attachments: 1 Substituted, Amended Plans ⇩   
2 Original Decision Plans ⇩   
3 Side-By-Side Comparison of Plans ⇩   
4 Detailed List of Changes to Plans ⇩   
5 Legislative Requirements ⇩   
6 Previous Council Report ⇩    

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. This report provides Council with an assessment of the formally substituted 
amended plans submitted through the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
(VCAT) proceeding P2044/2018 for the land at 14 and 16 Clay Drive, Doncaster. 
The substituted plans have been circulated to all parties, including all originally 
notified properties and objectors. The application is currently before the Tribunal 
subsequent to Council’s refusal of the application at its meeting on 25 September 
2018.  The VCAT hearing is scheduled to commence on 25 February 2019. 

2. The application was originally reported to Council as it is classified as a Major 
Application (with a development cost of more than $5 million). This report 
(Attachment 6) provides details of the amended plans/proposal in response to 
Council’s Grounds of Refusal. 

3. This report recommends that Council advise the Tribunal that it supports the 
amended proposal for the reasons outlined within the report subject to “without 
prejudice” conditions. 

Proposal 

4. The proposal is for the construction of a five-storey apartment building containing 
twenty-two dwellings over basement car parking at 14 and 16 Clay Drive, 
Doncaster.   

5. The aspects that have been amended from the original proposal generally relate to 
a repositioning and redesign of the development relative to the surrounding site 
context (including the future road interface to the north of the subject land), a 
redesign of the architectural presentation and internal reconfiguration of the 
apartments. The fundamental details of the proposal, including number of storeys, 
number of dwellings and car parking provision, remain consistent with the original 
proposal.    

CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_files/CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_Attachment_4320_1.PDF
CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_files/CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_Attachment_4320_2.PDF
CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_files/CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_Attachment_4320_3.PDF
CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_files/CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_Attachment_4320_4.PDF
CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_files/CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_Attachment_4320_5.PDF
CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_files/CM_12022019_AGN_640_AT_EXTRA_Attachment_4320_6.PDF
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Advertising, Objections and Plan Circulation 

6. Notice of the original planning permit application received a total of 14 objections.  

7. Prior to the substitution of plans, there were no other parties to the VCAT 
proceeding (noting 1 statement of grounds was submitted outside of the statutory 
time frame and was not accepted by VCAT). 

8. Notice of the amended application was given by the Applicant for Review on 24 
January 2019 in accordance with VCAT Practice Note PNPE9 – Amendment of 
Plans and Applications. All notified persons have until the 18 February 2019 to 
lodge a statement of grounds with VCAT.  

Key Issues in Consideration of the Amended Proposal 

9. The key issue for Council in considering the proposal relates to whether it now 
adequately addresses the grounds of refusal. The original assessment considered 
the following: 

a. Planning Policy Frameworks 

b. Design and built form; 

c. Off-site and on-site amenity; and 

d. Car parking, access and circulation.  

Assessment 

10. The proposal now provides an appropriate scale, architectural presentation and 
interfaces to adjoining properties and roads, with appropriate landscaping 
opportunities and adequate on-site and internal amenity. The amended design is 
also consistent with the objectives of relevant policy and the overall vision identified 
for the Doncaster Hill Activity Centre. It is considered plan changes now adequately 
address the grounds of refusal of the original application.  

Conclusion  

11. The report concludes that the proposal, as shown on the substituted plans, now 
achieves compliance with the land use and development objectives of the 
Doncaster Hill Framework Plan and supporting policy. It is therefore recommend 
that Council alter its refusal position to now support the application subject to 
conditions. 

1. RECOMMENDATION 

That Council: 

A. Having considered the proposed amendments, advise the Tribunal and all 
other parties to the proceeding that it no longer wishes to pursue its 
grounds of refusal in relation to Application for Review P2044/2018 
(Planning Application PL17/027801) at 14 and 16 Clay Drive, Doncaster for 
the development of a five-storey apartment building containing twenty-two 
dwellings over basement car parking, and is now supportive of the 
amended proposal shown in the substituted plans (prepared by Metaxas 
Architects, project number 15.046, Revision Bi, dated 24 January 2019), 
subject to the following planning permit conditions: 
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Endorsed Plan  

 
1. The layout of the site and the size of buildings and works shown on 

the approved plans must not be modified for any reason, without the 
written consent of the Responsible Authority. 
 

Sustainability Management Plan 
 

2. Not less than 2 months before the commencement of the 
development, an electronic copy of the Sustainability Management 
Plan (SMP), prepared by a suitably qualified environmental engineer 
or equivalent must submitted via email and approved by the 
Responsible Authority.  The plan must demonstrate best practice in 
environmentally sustainable development from the design stage 
through to construction and operation using industry assessment 
tools.  The plan must generally accord with the submitted SMP 
prepared by Urban Digestor (and dated 19 April 2018), but modified to 
reflect the updated development as shown on the plans and to 
include:- 
 
2.1. Utilisation of the ‘third pipe’ to supply recycled water to toilet, 

laundry and irrigation with connection to be made when 
available. 

 
When approved, the plan will form part of the permit. The 
recommendations of the plan must be incorporated into the design 
and layout of the development and must be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority before the occupation of any 
dwelling. 
 

3. Prior to the occupation of each dwelling, written confirmation from the 
author of the approved Sustainability Management Plan, or a similarly 
qualified person or company, must be submitted to the Responsible 
Authority.  The report must confirm that the sustainable design 
features/initiatives specified in the Sustainability Management Plan 
have been satisfactorily implemented in accordance with the 
approved plans.  
 

Waste Management Plan 
 

4. Not less than 2 months before the commencement of the 
development, a Waste Management Plan must be submitted via email 
and approved to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. When 
approved, the plan will form part of the permit. Private waste 
collection must occur on site and no private waste contractor bins 
can be left outside the development boundary at any time on any 
street. The plan must be generally in accordance with the submitted 
Waste Management Plans (WMP) prepared by Waste Tech Services 
Pty Ltd (dated 20 April 2018), but modified to reflect the updated 
development as shown on the plans submitted under Condition 1 of 
the permit.  
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5. The developer must ensure that the private waste contractor can 
access the development and the private waste contractor bins. No 
private waste contractor bins can be left outside the development 
boundary at any time on any street frontage for any reason.  
 

Construction Management Plan 
 

6. Not less than 2 months before the commencement of the 
development, a Construction Management Plan (CMP) must be 
submitted via email and approved by the Responsible Authority. 
When approved the plan will form part of the permit.  The 
Construction Management Plan is to be prepared in accordance with 
the template within Council’s Construction Management Plan 
Guidelines.  The CMP must address: 
 
6.1. Element A1: Public Safety, Amenity and Site Security; 
6.2. Element A2: Operating Hours, Noise and Vibration Controls; 
6.3. Element A3: Air Quality and Dust Management; 
6.4. Element A4: Stormwater and Sediment Control and Tree 

Protection (also as per the specific requirements of this permit); 
6.5. Element A5: Waste Minimisation and Litter Prevention; and 
6.6. Element A6: Traffic and Parking Management to ensure that the 

traffic conditions and amenity of the area will not be adversely 
affected, including (but not limited to) the parking of trade 
persons’ vehicles. 

 
Council’s Works Code of Practice (June 2016) and Construction 
Management Plan Guideline (June 2016) are available on Council’s 
website. 
 

Management Plan Compliance 
 

7. The Management Plans approved under Condition Nos. 4 and 6 of this 
permit must be implemented and complied with at all times to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, unless with the further 
written approval of the Responsible Authority. 

 
Development Contribution 

 
8. Prior to the completion of the development, a Development 

Contribution, as agreed by the Responsible Authority in accordance 
with Clause 45.06 Development Contributions Plan Overlay Schedule 
1 – Doncaster Hill Development Contributions Plan, must be paid to 
the Responsible Authority. 

 
Landscape Plan 

 
9. Before the development starts, an amended landscape plan prepared 

by a landscape architect or person of approved competence must be 
submitted via email to the Responsible Authority for approval.  Such 
plan must be generally in accordance with the decision landscape 
plan (prepared by John Patrick Landscape Architects, job number 17-
0384, revision C, dated March 2018), but modified to show the updated 
development layout and street tree replacement planting. 
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The use of synthetic grass as a substitute for open lawn area within 
secluded private open space or a front setback will not be supported. 
Synthetic turf may be used in place of approved paving decking 
and/or other hardstand surfaces. 
 

Landscape Bond  
 
10. A $10,000 cash bond or bank guarantee must be lodged with the 

Responsible Authority to ensure the completion and maintenance of 
landscaped areas and such bond or bank guarantee will only be 
refunded or discharged after a period of 13 weeks from the 
completion of all works, provided the landscaped areas are being 
maintained to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  
 

Completion  
 

11. Before the occupation of the approved dwellings, landscaped areas 
must be fully planted and mulched or grassed generally in 
accordance with the approved plan and to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority.  
 

12. Privacy screens and obscure glazing as required in accordance with 
the approved plans must be installed prior to occupation of the 
building to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and 
maintained thereafter to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
The use of obscure film or spray fixed to transparent windows is not 
considered to be ‘obscure glazing’ or an appropriate response to 
screen overlooking.  
 

13. Driveway gradients and transitions as shown on the plan approved 
under Condition 1 of this permit must be generally achieved through 
the driveway construction process to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority.  
 

Maintenance 
 

14. Buildings, paved areas, fencing, external lighting, sight screens, 
drainage and landscaping (including planting within integrated 
balcony planters) must be maintained to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 

Vegetation Retention  
 

15. Prior to the commencement of buildings and works, a revised 
Arboricultural Report must be submitted via email to the Responsible 
Authority. The report must be generally in accordance with the report 
submitted with the application (prepared by Arboricultural Report by 
Arbor Survey, dated 12 October 2017) but include an assessment of 
the potential impact of the updated development on existing 
vegetation within the adjoining properties and outline specific tree 
protection measures required for their protection to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority. 
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16. All development at the site must be undertaken in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Arboricultural Report required by 
Condition 15 of this permit.  
 

17. The owner must ensure that contractors/tradespersons who install 
services or work near the vegetation to be retained are made aware of 
the need to preserve the vegetation and to minimise impacts through 
appropriate work practices.  
 

Stormwater – On-site detention (OSD) 
 

18. The owner must provide on-site storm water detention storage or 
other suitable system (which may include but is not limited to the re-
use of stormwater using rainwater tanks), to limit the Permissible Site 
Discharge (PSD) to that applicable to the site coverage of 35 percent 
of hard surface or the pre-existing hard surface if it is greater than 35 
percent. The PSD must meet the following requirements: 

 
18.1. Be designed for a 1 in 5 year storm; and 
18.2. Storage must be designed for 1 in 10 year storm.   

 
Construction Plan (OSD) 
 

19. Before the development starts, a construction plan for the system 
required by Condition 18 of this permit must be submitted to and 
approved by the Responsible Authority. The system must be 
maintained by the Owner thereafter in accordance with the approved 
construction plan to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
 

Drainage 
 

20. Stormwater must not be discharged from the subject land other than 
by means of drainage to the legal point of discharge. The drainage 
system within the development must be designed and constructed to 
the requirements and satisfaction of the relevant Building Surveyor. A 
connection to Council maintained assets must not be constructed 
unless a Miscellaneous Works Permit is first obtained from the 
Responsible Authority. 
 

21. The whole of the land, including landscaped and paved areas must be 
graded and drained to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, 
to prevent ponding and to minimise overland flows onto adjoining 
properties. 
 

Driveway and Car Parking Areas 
 

22. Before the occupation of any of the approved dwellings, all 
associated basement parking spaces must be line-marked, numbered 
and signposted to provide allocation to each dwelling and visitors to 
the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.   
 

23. Visitor parking spaces must not be used for any other purpose to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
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24. Automatic basement door opening systems must be installed and 
maintained, so as to facilitate secure access to the allocated parking 
areas by residents, visitors and a rubbish collection contractor, to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  
 

Vehicle Crossings and Accessways 
 

25. Prior to occupation of the approved dwellings, any new or modified 
vehicular crossover must be constructed in accordance with the 
plans endorsed under Condition 1 of this permit to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority.  
 

26. Redundant vehicle crossovers must be removed and the footpath, 
nature strip and kerbing reinstated to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority.  
 

General Services  
 

27. All services, including water, electricity, gas, sewerage and telephone, 
must be installed underground and located to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 

28. All service pipes must be concealed and screened respectively to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
 

29. Communal lighting must be connected to reticulated mains electricity 
and be operated by a time switch, movement sensors or a daylight 
sensor to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
 

30. A centralised TV antenna system must be installed to each building 
and connections made to each dwelling to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority.  No individual dish antennas may be installed 
on balconies, terraces, roofs or walls to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 

31. Any reverse cycle air-conditioning unit, hot water boosters or other 
service plant erected on the walls of the approved building must be 
appropriately designed and finished with screening if necessary to 
minimise general visual impacts from off the site to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority.  
 

Rooftop Plant 
 

32. All roof-top plant and services (including any hot water systems, but 
excluding solar panels) must be installed in appropriately screened 
areas, unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Responsible 
Authority. 
 

33. Unless sufficiently screened by roof parapets, all solar panels and any 
associated safety railings must be located away from the outer edges 
of the roof section upon which they are installed, so as to minimise 
general visual impacts from off the site to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority  
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Services on Balconies and Terraces 
 

34. Any air-conditioning unit installed on a balcony or terrace must stand 
at floor level and be positioned to minimise general visual impacts 
from off the site, and unless otherwise agreed in writing with the 
Responsible Authority, no air-conditioning unit may be erected on an 
external wall to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
 

35. Any clothes-drying rack or line system located on a balcony or terrace 
must be lower than the balustrade of the balcony or terrace to 
minimise general visual impact from off the site to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority. 
 

Metering and Service Cabinets 
 

36. All building services and metering located in the front setback, 
including fire services, gas, water and electricity, must installed in 
accordance with the approved plans and must be positioned in 
discrete manner and be screened using cabinets etc that integrated 
with the overall building design to the satisfaction of the Responsible 
Authority. 
 

Fencing/Retaining Walls 
 

37. Prior to the occupation of the approved dwellings, all fencing 
(whether new or retained) must be erected in good condition and be 
fit for screening purpose in accordance with the plans endorsed 
under Condition 1 of this permit to the satisfaction of the Responsible 
Authority.  
 

38. All retaining walls must be constructed and finished in a professional 
manner to ensure a neat presentation and longevity to the satisfaction 
of the Responsible Authority.  
 

Construction Management  
 

39. The owner must use appropriate site management practices to 
prevent the transfer of mud, dust, sand or slurry from the site into 
drains or onto nearby roads. In the event that a road or drain is 
affected, the owner must upon direction of the Responsible Authority 
take the necessary steps to clean the affected portion of road or drain 
to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
 

Hepburn Road Extension 

40. This permit has no force or effect until such time that one of the 
following occurs to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority:- 

 
40.1. The additional land to the north of the site, as generally shown 

on the decision plans and as identified as surplus land to the 
new road requirements by the Responsible Authority is 
purchased by the permit holder; and  
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40.2. Amended plans (development and landscaping plans) are 
submitted to and approved by the Responsible Authority, clearly 
showing landscaping and fencing treatments within the surplus 
land area; or 

40.3. Amended plans (development and landscaping plans) are 
submitted to and approved by the Responsible Authority,  that 
modify the proposal by increasing the setbacks to the existing 
northern boundary (without reducing any other setbacks) to 
achieve compliance with side setback requirements of Sub-
Precinct 2F of Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone.  

 
41. In the instance where the additional land to the north of the site is 

purchased in accordance with Conditions 40.1 and 40.2 of this permit, 
the purchased land must be consolidated prior to the commencement 
of any buildings and works approved under this permit, unless with 
the prior written consent of the Responsible Authority.  

 
Expiry 

 
42. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies: 

 
42.1. The development is not started within four (4) years of the date 

of the issue of this permit; and 
42.2. The development is not completed within eight (8) years of the 

date of this permit. 
 
The Responsible Authority may extend these times if a request is 
made in writing by the owner or occupier either before the permit 
expires or in accordance with Section 69 of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987. 
 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

Application background 

2.1 The original permit application was made to Council on 26 October 2017. 

2.2 Initial officer advice provided at the sustainable design taskforce and following a 
preliminary assessment indicated a number of substantial concerns with the 
proposal.  

2.3 The application was put on public notification for a three-week period, concluding 
on 8 August 2018, with a total of 14 objections received.  

2.4 There were no applicable determining or recommending referral authorities.   

2.5 Following notification, Officers undertook an assessment of the proposal, as 
depicted on the Decision Plans (Revision A) and all supporting documents and 
recommended refusal of the application.  
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2.6 The Officer recommendation to refuse the application was upheld by Council on 
25 September 2018. Subsequently, a Notice of Decision to Refuse to Grant a 
Permit was issued by Council on 3 October 2018, relying on the following 
grounds:- 

 The proposal does not provide an appropriate transition in scale, form and 
height to the adjoining properties to the south located in the General 
Residential Zone, which is contrary to Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre 
Zone and the objective of Clause 58.02-1 (Urban context) of the 
Manningham Planning Scheme. 

 The proposal will result in unreasonable streetscape and off-site amenity 
impacts to adjoining properties through unsympathetic built form, excessive 
bulk and massing, blank wall presentation, verticality, the removal of 
vegetation, the lack of boundary landscaping, inadequately overlooking 
treatments and overshadowing impacts, which is contrary to Schedule 1 to 
the Activity Centre Zone of the Manningham Planning Scheme. 

 The proposal does not provide adequate landscaping opportunities within 
the front setback and along the northern and southern boundaries, due to 
the location of the basement, driveway and hard stand areas, which is 
contrary to Clause 52.06-9 (Car parking design standard 7), 58.03-5 
(Landscaping) objectives and Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone of the 
Manningham Planning Scheme.  

 The proposal will result in unreasonable on-site amenity impacts to future 
residents, by failing to meet minimum balcony requirements, which is 
contrary to Clause 58.05-3 (Private open space), or maximum room depth 
dimensions, which is contrary to Clause 58.07-2 (Room depth), or providing 
any daylight to many habitable room windows, which is contrary to Clause 
58.07-3 (Windows) objectives of the Manningham Planning Scheme. 

 The proposal does not provide adequate facilities and detailed design 
through poorly integrated building entry, which is contrary to 58.05-2 
(Building entry and circulation), and inappropriately located mailboxes and 
service cabinets that are poorly integrated with the development, which is 
contrary to Clause 58.06-2 (Site Services) objectives of the Manningham 
Planning Scheme. 

 The proposal does not provide adequately detailed visibility splay 
requirements along the exit lane at the site frontage and has not fully 
considered crossover width or location impacts on street trees, which is 
contrary to Design Standard 1 (Accessways) at Clause 52.06-9 (Car 
Parking) of the Manningham Planning Scheme. 

Appeal Background  

2.7 On 17 October 2018, VCAT received an application under the Major Cases List 
for review under Section 77 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 of 
Council’s refusal to grant a permit. 

2.8 In accordance with the Order issued by VCAT on 24 October 2018, the following 
dates were established: 
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 Practice Day Hearing:  30 November 2018 

 Compulsory Conference: 18 January 2019 

 Hearing:    25 & 26 February 2019 

2.9 Following lodgement of the Application for Review, the Applicant met with Council 
Officers to discuss the grounds of refusal. The Applicant confirmed their intent to 
put forward a revised concept seeking to address these grounds and achieve the 
support of Council.  

2.10 Following these initial discussions, the Applicant submitted ‘without prejudice 
discussion plans’ (Revision B) to Council on 6 December 2018. The intent of 
these plans was to commence discussions prior to the Compulsory Conference.  

2.11 Following Officer review and advice that concerns remained outstanding with the 
proposal, a second set of ‘without prejudice discussion plans’ (also labelled as 
Revision B) were submitted to Council on 10 January 2019. The intent of these 
plans was to inform discussions at the Compulsory Conference.   

2.12 The subsequent discussion plans (Revision B) were assessed by Council 
Officers and deemed to go some of the way towards addressing the grounds of 
refusal.  

2.13 At the Compulsory Conference on 18 January 2018, the Applicant’s 
representatives and Council Officers discussed the plans (Revision B) and the 
remaining outstanding concerns. Through these negotiations, ‘in-principal’ officer 
agreements were reached for further changes to the proposal.  

2.14 Amended Plans (Revision Bi) were subsequently formally substituted and 
circulated to Council in accordance with VCAT Practice Note PNPE9 – 
Amendment of Plans and Applications on 24 January 2019. In accordance with 
PNPE9, notice of the amendment to the application was served on all persons 
who were notified of the original application and objectors to the original 
application. 

2.15 At the compulsory conference, the Tribunal was informed that the proposal was 
required to be reported back to a meeting of Council to enable Council to form a 
position on the amended proposal. 

2.16 All notified persons have until the 18 February 2019, to lodge a statement of 
grounds with the tribunal and become a ‘party’ to the review proceedings with the 
ability to participate in the upcoming hearing.  

2.17 Should Council resolve to support the amended application and no statement of 
grounds are received from objectors, Council and the Permit Applicant have the 
opportunity to achieve an outcome ‘via consent’, avoiding the need to go to a 
hearing on the 25 and 26 February 2019. If statement of grounds are received 
from notified parties and become party to the appeal, the matter will proceed to a 
full hearing commencing on 25 February 2019. 

2.18 Conversely, should Council resolve to maintain its initial determination to refuse 
the application, the matter will proceed to hearing as scheduled and Council 
representatives will make submissions as to why the proposal should not be 
supported.  
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3. THE SITE AND SURROUNDS 

The Site 

3.1 The site is situated on the eastern side of Clay Drive, Doncaster, approximately 
125 metres south of the “T” intersection with Doncaster Road. 

3.2 The rectangular shaped site (2 lots) has a frontage of 35.36m, northern and 
southern boundaries of 37.8m and an eastern (rear) boundary of 35.36m.  Site 
area is 1,337 square metres. 

3.3 The site is affected by a 3.0m wide drainage and sewerage easement located 
along the eastern boundary. 

3.4 No. 14 Clay Drive (northern lot) is vacant, open and grassed (except for a 
vegetable garden) with a paling fence to the current frontage and paling fences to 
the northern and eastern boundaries.  This land is unfenced to 16 Clay Drive.  

3.5 No. 16 Clay Drive is developed with a large brick dwelling which is two-storey to 
the front and three-storey to the rear.  There is a brick and steel rail fence to the 
frontage (positioned forward of the actual title boundary in the Clay Drive road 
reserve).   

3.6 There is a large conifer within the front yard and a single crossover at the 
southern end of the frontage.  A large multi-stemmed Weeping Lilly Pilly is 
located just to the rear of the front brick fence in the south-western corner of the 
site (this tree appears to be in the road reserve).   

3.7  A medium sized street tree is approximately 1.5m north of the crossover.   

3.8 The land has a significant crossfall of approximately 7.0m from the north-western 
corner to the south-eastern corner and side/rear boundaries are defined by paling 
fences. 

3.9 The rear of No.16 Clay Drive has been filled to create a relatively level yard at the 
fenceline. The fill is retained hard up to a paling fence which is constructed on the 
lower ground level of No. 45 Walker Street to the east.  As a result the paling 
fence as viewed from the west is quite low.  Trees within No. 45 Walker Street 
assist in maintaining privacy. 

The Surrounds 

3.10 The site has direct abuttals with five properties, as follows: 

Direction Address Description 

North 1/12 and 2/12 Clay 
Drive, Doncaster  

This property is in the Activity Centre Zone. 

This property is developed with two, two storey 
dwellings positioned one behind the other.  There 
are two crossovers serving the dwellings.   

Council owns this land and there is a future 
proposal to construct a roadway on this site 
connecting through to Hepburn Road to the east. 
(Council also owns the property to the east of 12 
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Clay Drive, being 1 and 2, 49 Walker Street.) 

A row of medium sized trees is along the 
common boundary. 

East  

47 Walker Street, 
Doncaster  

 

 

 

45 Walker Street, 
Doncaster  

 

These properties are in the Activity Centre Zone. 

This property is developed with a large two-
storey brick dwelling which is setback 
approximately 7.5m from the common boundary.  
The dwelling presents as single storey to the site. 
Various habitable room windows and a terrace 
face the site. The main private open space is at 
the rear of the dwelling.   

This property is developed with an “L” shaped 
single storey brick dwelling setback 
approximately 10.0m from the common 
boundary.  The dwelling is positioned lower than 
the site due to slope/terracing. 

The main private open space is to the rear and 
there are several screen trees across the yard. 

South 18 Clay Drive 
Doncaster  

This property is in the General Residential Zone 
and subject to Design and Development Overlay 
Schedule 8-2. 

The property is developed with a two/three storey 
brick dwelling of similar scale and style to the 
dwelling at 16 Clay Drive.  As the brick front 
fence of this property lines up with the front fence 
at No.16 Clay Drive, this suggests that it too is 
not constructed to the Title boundary. 

The dwelling is setback approximately 2.5m from 
the common boundary and presents a sheer 
two/three storey wall to the site with various 
habitable room windows (at both main levels),a 
small upper balcony and a raised landing (above 
fence height) facing the site.  

3.11 There are two large two-storey brick dwellings opposite the site on the western 
side of Clay Drive (within the Activity Centre Zone). 

3.12 Clay Drive is a local street (concrete footpaths on either side) which extends 
downhill from Doncaster Road to Frederick Street/Tram Road.  While being 
essentially a residential street containing predominantly single houses on each 
lot, the northern part of the street is characterised by a large apartment building 
(“The Nest”) at 642 Doncaster Road (side presentation to the west side Clay 
Drive) and a large office building and open car park to the south. Opposite “The 
Nest” is an office building at 660 Doncaster Road (side presentation to Clay 
Drive) and the South Point apartment building (7 storeys) at 8 Clay Drive to the 
south.   
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3.13 At the Doncaster Road intersection, all traffic leaving Clay Drive must turn left. 

3.14 Residential abuttals in Clay Drive are subject to Resident Parking Permits.  In 
front of the site there is also a 2 hour parking limitation between 8.00am and 
6.00.pm Saturday and Sunday.  On-street parking is common at the northern end 
of the street, especially during week-days. 

3.15 The site is at the southern edge of the Doncaster Hill Principal Activity Centre.  
The Activity Centre spans along the main arterial roads (Doncaster Road, Tram, 
Elgar and Williamsons Road corridors) and forms a central hub of residential, 
commercial, retail and recreational facilities.  It is apparent that the area is 
changing in line with Council’s vision, evidenced by the construction of various 
residential apartment towers within the precinct and the approval of a range of 
development permits for the same. 

3.16 In terms of public transport, the site is well serviced by bus routes operating along 
Tram and Doncaster Roads, connecting activity centres and residential areas 
within the municipality to Melbourne’s Central Activity District.  A major bus 
interchange is situated within the Westfield Doncaster complex which is 
approximately 280 metres walk from the site. The site is within the Principal 
Public Transport Network designation area as introduced by Amendment VC148. 

3.17 In addition to having access to the numerous retail, restaurant and entertainment 
venues within the Shopping Centre, the site is well serviced by other community 
and local facilities.  

3.18 The southern boundary of the site and the southern boundary of 11 Clay Drive on 
the opposite side of the road represent the southern edge of the Activity Centre 
Zone, with properties to the south being within the General Residential Zone 
Schedule 2 and covered by Design and Development Overlay Schedule 8-2. 

3.19 As has been indicated, Council has acquired land (1/2, 12 Clay Drive and 1/2, 49 
Walker Street) with a view to extending Hepburn Road westward, so as to 
connect with Clay Drive. The purpose of this future road connection is to improve 
local access to arterial roads and assist with pedestrian connectivity within the 
Doncaster Hill Activity Centre. 

3.20 The road construction will involve demolition of the four dwellings on the 
properties, with civil works being “earmarked” for this year’s capital works 
programme. Current estimates are for completion of the road construction in June 
2019.  

3.21 It is noted that, through the design of the road, a surplus of land has been 
identified adjacent to the subject sites northern boundary. The Applicant has 
previously expressed an interest in acquiring this land and incorporating it into the 
development layout. However, the statutory process for the sale of the land is yet 
to commence.      

4. THE PROPOSAL 

4.1 A copy of the original Decision Plans is provided as Attachment 2 to this report. 
The report that provides an assessment of the Decision Plans can be viewed in 
the minutes of the Council Meeting from 25 September 2018 at 
https://www.manningham.vic.gov.au/council-meeting-25-september-2018. 

https://www.manningham.vic.gov.au/council-meeting-25-september-2018
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4.2 The amended plans are provided as Attachment 1. A side-by-side comparison of 
the Decision Plans and Amended Plans (Attachment 3) and a detailed list of the 
changes to the proposal (Attachment 4) are also included as an attachment to 
this report.  

4.3 The Amended Plans provide changes from the Decision Plans in aspects that 
generally relate to a repositioning/redesign of the development relative to the 
surrounding site context and site interfaces (including the future road extension to 
the north), a redesign of the architectural presentation of the building and an 
internal reconfiguration of the apartments. In summary, the changes include:  

 Repositioning of the building including the basement, further north on the 
site and identification of the upcoming Hepburn Road extension to the 
north; 

 Increase in exposure, aspect and surveillance of the northern elevation as 
to interface with the upcoming Hepburn Road extension, including 
additional balconies and glazing; 

 Increase in the stepping of the development to the southern boundary, 
including reduction in terraces and built form to provide for increased 
setbacks and increased glazing for added visual interest; 

 Conversion to a flat roof form in part, primarily towards the southern 
interface of the site; 

 Reduction in the footprint of the basement levels and relocation of the 
basement entry ramp to provide an additional landscape setback to the 
southern boundary; 

 Reconfiguration of the primary building entry to increase visibility; 

 Changes to the façade including alteration of design elements, introduction 
of additional design features and increase to glazing sizes and colour; 

 Reconfiguration of the front setback to increase landscaping opportunities; 

 Internal reconfigurations of apartments, including increases to room sizes 
and deletion of study areas.  

4.4 It should be noted that the fundamental details of the proposal with regard to 
number of storeys, number of apartments and number of car parking spaces 
remains consistent with that of the original decision plans. However, the size and 
composition of the individual apartments has been altered as follows: 

Apartment: Decision Plans: Amended Plans: 

LG01  Beds: 3 

 Size: 119sqm 

 Terraces: 69sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 120sqm 

 Terraces: 69sqm 

LG02  Beds: 2 

 Size: 102sqm 

 Terraces: 23sqm 

 Beds: 2 

 Size: 102sqm 

 Terraces: 23sqm 

G01  Beds: 3 

 Size: 133sqm 

 Terraces: 25sqm 

 Beds: 3  

 Size: 136sqm 

 Terraces: 22sqm 

G02  Beds: 3  

 Size: 127sqm 

 Beds: 3  

 Size: 142sqm 
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 Terraces: 84sqm  Terraces: 71sqm 

G03  Beds: 3  

 Size: 124sqm 

 Terraces: 97sqm 

 Beds: 2  

 Size: 126sqm 

 Terraces: 21sqm 

G04  Beds: 3 

 Size: 124sqm 

 Terraces: 31sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 148sqm 

 Terraces: 115sqm 

101  Beds: 3  

 Size: 115sqm 

 Terraces: 18sqm 

 Beds: 3  

 Size: 154sqm 

 Terraces: 36sqm 

102  Beds: 3  

 Size: 115 

 Terraces: 18 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 125sqm 

 Terraces: 18sqm 

103  Beds: 3 

 Size: 126sqm 

 Terraces: 29sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 125sqm 

 Terraces: 29sqm 

104  Beds: 2  

 Size: 111sqm 

 Terraces: 17sqm 

 Beds: 2 

 Size: 111sqm 

 Terraces: 17sqm 

105 

(replaced by G05) 

 Beds: 3  

 Size: 132sqm 

 Terraces: 30sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 112sqm 

 Terraces: 31sqm 

201  Beds: 3  

 Size: 115sqm 

 Terraces: 18sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 154sqm 

 Terraces: 36sqm 

202  Beds: 3 

 Size: 115sqm 

 Terraces: 18sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 115sqm 

 Terraces: 18sqm 

203  Beds: 3 

 Size: 127sqm 

 Terraces: 29sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 125sqm 

 Terraces: 30sqm 

204  Beds: 2  

 Size: 109sqm 

 Terraces: 11sqm 

 Beds: 2 

 Size: 109sqm 

 Terraces: 11sqm 

205  Beds: 3 

 Size: 132sqm 

 Terraces: 29sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 145sqm 

 Terraces: 36sqm 

301  Beds: 2 

 Size: 96sqm 

 Terraces: 16sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 136sqm 

 Terraces: 33sqm 

302  Beds: 2 

 Size: 103sqm 

 Terraces: 49sqm 

 Beds: 2 

 Size: 103sqm 

 Terraces: 16sqm 

303  Beds: 3  

 Size: 126sqm 

 Terraces: 29sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 106sqm 

 Terraces: 26sqm 
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4.5 The more detailed aspects of the proposal are discussed within the assessment 
section, as relevant.  

5. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 Refer to Attachment 5. 

5.2 A permit is required pursuant to Clause 37.08-5 of the Activity Centre Zone to 
construct a building or construct or carry out works. 

6. REFERRALS 

External 

6.1 There are no applicable determining or recommending referral authorities.  

Internal  

6.2 No additional referrals were required to be undertaken as a result of the changes.  

7. CONSULTATION / NOTIFICATION 

7.1 Notice of the original planning permit application was given over a three-week 
period which concluded on 8 August 2018. A total of 14 objections were received. 
Concerns primarily related to pattern of development/streetscape, neighbourhood 
character/architectural presentation, overdevelopment, poor design 
response/lack of stepping to adjoining property/zone to the south, amenity 
impacts, including overlooking and shadowing impact, traffic/on-street parking 
impacts, noise, construction impacts, internal amenity, landscaping and plan 
detailing. 

7.2 Following lodgement of the appeal by the permit applicant, one statement of 
grounds was submitted.  The grounds were submitted late and the tribunal 
advised the objector that the statement was out of time and they were not 
allowed to become a party to the proceeding.  

7.3 Subsequently, notice of the amended application was given by the Applicant for 
Review on 24 January 2019, in accordance with VCAT Practice Note PNPE9 – 
Amendment of Plans and Applications.  

304  Beds: 2 

 Size: 111sqm 

 Terraces: 12sqm 

 Beds: 2 

 Size: 111sqm 

 Terraces: 12sqm 

305  Beds: 3 

 Size: 132sqm 

 Terraces: 30sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 145sqm 

 Terraces: 36sqm 

401  Beds: 3  

 Size: 136sqm 

 Terraces: 71sqm 

 Beds: 3 

 Size: 166sqm 

 Terraces: 81sqm 
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7.4 In accordance with PNPE9, the Applicant is also required to serve notice on any 
referral authorities, all persons who were notified of the original application and 
any objectors to the original application.  

7.5 All notified persons now have until the 18 February 2019, to lodge a statement of 
grounds with VCAT and become a ‘party’ to the review proceedings with the 
ability to participate in the upcoming hearing.  

7.6 VCAT are responsible for the consideration of any further statement of grounds 
that are received.  

8. ASSESSMENT 

8.1 Council Officer’s assessment of the original application acknowledged policy 
support for a development of this nature. The reasons for refusal of the 
application related to specific aspects of the proposal that did not meet the 
relevant Scheme requirements and policies rather than the fundamental overall 
concept of the proposal.  

8.2 Given this specific nature of the grounds of refusal and the general policy 
support, there was sufficient scope for negotiations to occur between Council 
Officers and the Applicant with the intent of achieving Council support through the 
VCAT review process. These negotiations hinged on the Applicant’s willingness 
to engage in discussions and undertake amendments to the proposal.   

8.3 The amended plans have evolved in their current form following Council’s refusal 
of the application and more detailed design discussions held at and after the 
Compulsory Conference. 

8.4 Council Officers note that, in these discussions, the Applicant has been prepared 
to adopt a proactive approach to addressing Council’s concerns and 
subsequently amend the proposal to respond to concerns. Many positive 
outcomes have occurred as a result of the progressive discussion process and a 
number of Officer recommendations have been taken on-board and adopted into 
the design in a successful manner. 

8.5 An assessment of the amended plans has been undertaken in the context of 
each relevant ground of refusal.  

Ground of Refusal 1 

The proposal does not provide an appropriate transition in scale, form and height 
to the adjoining properties to the south located in the General Residential Zone, 
which is contrary to Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone and the objective of 
Clause 58.02-1 (Urban context) of the Manningham Planning Scheme. 

8.6 The southern boundary of the subject land serves as the southern edge of the 
Doncaster Hill Activity Centre and subsequently serves as the end of the 
application of the Activity Centre Zone. The adjoining land to the south falls within 
Residential Precinct 2 (Within Sub-Precinct A of Schedule 8 to the Design and 
Development Overlay).  
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8.7 As a result of this, the development has a greater ‘burden’ to respect and create 
a transition to the southern boundary. Assessment of the interface to the 
southern boundary is two-fold in its considerations. Regard must be given to both 
the amenity impacts to the existing dwelling to the south and to the transition in 
scale to a development that could be approved within the context of the planning 
controls that apply (noting that a mandatory height limit of 10 metres applies 
under Sub-Precinct A of the DDO8)  

8.8 The original proposal provided an insufficient transition to the southern side in 
both appearance to the streetscape and amenity impacts to the adjoining 
property to the south. A number of factors contributed to this issue, including a 
consistent roof line, sheer, multi-storey walls and building lines, a lack of visual 
interest and inadequate landscaping opportunities along the southern boundary.  

8.9 The Amended Plans provide a number of changes to address these concerns.  

8.10 Commencing at the basement and ground floor level, a 1.46 metres to 1.58 metre 
setback has been provided to the basement entry ramp where no setback was 
previously provided. This allows for deep rooted planting to provide a vegetated 
buffer of the built form to the benefit of both the adjoining property to the south 
and the streetscape.  

8.11 Further, retaining walls that were previously shown to be built to the boundary 
within Apartment LG01’s private open space have now been relocated to provide 
for a setback to the southern boundary of at least 1.5 metres, allowing for at-
grade landscaping.  

8.12 At the third floor level, Apartment 303 has been reconfigured to allow for 
increased setbacks to the southern and western boundaries.  

8.13 The setback to the living area (south-western corner) has been increased from 
4.39 metres to 5.5 metres to the southern boundary and from 6.7 metres to 7.5 
metres to the western boundary. Further, the west-facing terrace has been 
decreased in length by 2.81 metres on the southern side, increasing the southern 
boundary setback from 4.39 metres to 7.2 metres. 

8.14 The prevailing southern boundary setback to Apartment 303 (central section) has 
also been increased from 4.8 metres to 5.96 metres, with the setback to the 
south-facing terrace increased from 3.58 metres to 4.73 metres.  

8.15 The roof form at the southern side of the building has been modified to a flat roof 
form, where one continuous roof pitch was previously provided across the 
entirety of the building. This has allowed a reduction in the design element that 
frames Apartment 303’s western terrace and a subsequent decrease to the 
building height on the southern elevation (by between 0.84 metres and 1.68 
metres) resulting in a building height at the southern end of 12.4 metres (from the 
previous 14.04 metres). The following images provide a demonstration of the 
stepping introduced to the amended proposal:  
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Figure 01: Advertised Plans 

 

Figure 02: Amended Plans 

8.16 The increase to setbacks to the third floor level walls and terraces at both the 
southern and western elevations creates a recessing from the levels below where 
previously a sheer wall presentation was observed. This results in a notable 
reduction in visual bulk and evident transition in building form to the southern 
elevation when viewed from both the streetscape and the adjoining property to 
the south.  

8.17 Importantly, the resulting built form on the southern elevation is of a scale and 
design that would provide a suitable built form transition to the form of 
development anticipated within Sub-Precinct A of the DDO8.    
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8.18 On the eastern side of the southern elevation, further design changes have been 
provided to reduce the appearance of bulk to the south. These include the 
increase in width of the highlight windows at the ground, first and second floor 
levels and the deletion of the terrace associated with Apartment 302. In 
combination with the existing setbacks, the level of bulk that will present to the 
open space of the adjoining dwelling to the south is now considered to be 
acceptable.    

Ground of Refusal 2 

The proposal will result in unreasonable streetscape and off-site amenity impacts 
to adjoining properties through unsympathetic built form, excessive bulk and 
massing, blank wall presentation, verticality, the removal of vegetation, the lack of 
boundary landscaping, inadequately overlooking treatments and overshadowing 
impacts, which is contrary to Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone of the 
Manningham Planning Scheme. 

8.19 The original design contained a number of building elements that resulted in a 
bulky presentation, with the primary contributing factors being sheer walls, a lack 
of articulation and repetitive building elements. Sheer walls lacking in articulation 
were most evident along the northern and southern elevations, whilst the western 
(streetscape) elevation provided a repetitive balcony and framing treatment.   

8.20 As discussed under Ground of Refusal 1, a number of changes have occurred to 
the southern elevation to reduce the sheer verticality of the elevation and 
increase visual interest.  

8.21 The northern elevation has undergone a complete redesign in response to the 
changing context of the northern abuttal. The development has now been 
designed to integrate with the imminent road extension to the northern side, 
whereby it had previously been designed to have regard to the existing dwellings 
to the north.  

8.22 The amended plans no longer depict the dwellings to the northern side that are to 
be demolished as part of the road extension. The plans now depict the road 
context and identify surplus of approximately 2.5 metres that Council’s Engineers 
have identified is not required for the road.  

8.23 The redesign of the northern elevation provides an increase in north facing living 
areas. This redesign provides a significant increase in the number of north facing 
terraces and windows. The majority of the north facing elevation is now 
dominated by glazing and terraces, improving internal amenity. Further, the 
introduction of framing elements around balconies provides added visual interest, 
particularly when viewed at street level.  

8.24 The amended plans no longer depict the dwellings to the northern side that are to 
be demolished as part of the road extension. The plans now depict the road 
context and identify a surplus of approximately 2.5 metres that Council’s 
Engineers have identified as not being required for the road.  

8.25 The redesign to maximise north-facing dwellings has resulted in a loss of west-
facing terraces to Clay Drive and a subsequent reduction to the repetitive terrace 
projections. Despite the loss of terraces, the western elevation maintains 
sufficient visual interest through a variation in the pre-cast finishing, the use of 
projected moulding and glazing.   
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8.26 The south-west corner of the building reduces straight line elements through the 
aforementioned changes to the southern elevation, with the most notable change 
being the alleviation of the bulk of the upper level from the previous framing 
feature and subsequent stepping of the building.  

8.27 In addition to the built form alterations, the development now utilises a dark grey 
glazing for balustrading to match the ‘spandrel glass’ feature. This provides a 
sharp, contrasting finish to the building which previously featured a somewhat 
monotonous colour palette.  

8.28 At the ground level the external layout has been altered to provide additional 
landscaping opportunities that will allow a greater vegetated buffer to the 
development. These changes are discussed in detail under grounds of refusal 
one.   

8.29 With regard to overshadowing, the applicable considerations are established 
under the ACZ1, noting that there are no overshadowing controls under Clause 
58 Apartment Developments of the Scheme. The ACZ1 states that development 
should be designed to avoid casting shadows on adjacent properties (including 
public open space areas) outside of the activity centre between 11:00am and 
2:00pm on 22 September.  

8.30 Whilst the control specifies that overshadowing should be avoided to properties 
outside of the activity centre, some overshadowing is considered to be, on 
balance, reasonable when considering the location of the subject site at the 
southern edge of the activity centre and the applicable density objectives. The 
ability to provide a building that both satisfies the policy objectives for urban 
consolidation and avoids additional overshadowing to the south would be near 
impossible.  

8.31 The original development caused additional overshadowing at all periods 
between 11am and 2pm, with approximately half of the adjoining secluded 
private open space area to the south overshadowed by 2pm.    

8.32 The amended development notably reduces the amount of overshadowing from 
the previous plans, with 2pm overshadowing reduced by 18 square metres. 
Subsequently, the adjoining open space area will benefit from at least 78 square 
metres of unshaded open space during the relevant control period. This is 
considered to be reasonable for the amenity of the adjoining dwelling to the 
south.    

8.33 Overlooking is called into consideration for an apartment development through 
Clause 58.04-1 Building Setbacks of the Scheme. The original proposal included 
a range of screening treatments to combat overlooking. The plans however 
lacked sufficient detail to determine whether these treatments were adequate.  

8.34 The amended plans include a mix of vertical and horizontal screening measures. 
Sight diagrams, which rely on new levels ascertained from a re-surveying of the 
site, demonstrate that the screening treatments adequately limit overlooking to 
adjoining properties (south and east) when applying Standard B22.  

8.35 The amended plans do not provide screening treatments to the existing dwellings 
to the northern side. Given the imminent road extension and the fact that the 
properties have been vacated (as confirmed with Council’s Property Services), 
consideration of overlooking to this interface is considered to be unnecessary.   
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8.36 Subsequently, overlooking has been adequately addressed in the amended 
proposal. 

Ground of Refusal 3 

The proposal does not provide adequate landscaping opportunities within the 
front setback and along the northern and southern boundaries, due to the 
location of the basement, driveway and hard stand areas, which is contrary to 
Clause 52.06-9 (Car parking design standard 7), 58.03-5 (Landscaping) 
objectives and Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone of the Manningham 
Planning Scheme.  

8.37 The treatments to the southern boundary to increase landscaping opportunities to 
the south of the building have been discussed under Ground of Refusal 1, with 
adequate space now provided for landscaping in accordance with the relevant 
policies.  

8.38 To the northern side of the development, the accommodation of landscaping 
within the current development layout is less critical given the new road interface 
to the northern side. The current road design (in accordance with concepts 
provided by Council’s Roads Engineer) will see wide nature strips that can be 
heavily vegetated. 

8.39 As discussed, the proposed development will rely on utilisation of the surplus 
land to the northern boundary to satisfy landscape requirements. Utilisation of 
this surplus land will ensure that the development achieves the setback 
requirements of the ACZ1 and that adequate landscaping opportunities are 
provided to the north of the building. Given this reliance, permit conditions will 
require the permit holder to acquire this land and to submit amended plans 
showing landscaping and fencing treatments prior to the commencement of any 
buildings and works.  

8.40 The following analysis is provided of the setbacks relative to the requirements of 
the relevant Sub-Precinct 2F of the ACZ1.  

Interface Interface 
Type 

ACZ1 
Requirement 

Minimum Proposed Compliance? 

West Front 
boundary 

5 metres 5.02 metres Yes 

North Side 
boundary 

4.5 metres Without surplus land: 
3.32 metres 

With surplus land: 5.82 
metres 

Without surplus 
land: No 

With surplus land: 
Yes 

South Side 
boundary 

4.5 metres 4.53 metres Yes 

East Rear 
boundary 

4.5 metres 4.5 metres Yes 
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8.41 The front setback to Clay Drive has seen a number of layout changes to provide 
larger landscaping spaces. These include relocation of the disabled access ramp, 
replacement of battered slopes with retaining walls and reduction in the hard-
stand terrace of Apartment G02.  

8.42 These changes allow for adequate landscaping opportunities within the front 
setback. At any rate, an updated landscaping plan will be required to be 
submitted as part of any approval to ensure adequate planting provision.  

Ground of Refusal 4 

The proposal will result in unreasonable on-site amenity impacts to future 
residents, by failing to meet minimum balcony requirements, which is contrary to 
Clause 58.05-3 (Private open space), or maximum room depth dimensions, 
which is contrary to Clause 58.07-2 (Room depth), or providing any daylight to 
many habitable room windows, which is contrary to Clause 58.07-3 (Windows) 
objectives of the Manningham Planning Scheme.  

8.43 A number of dwellings failed to demonstrate compliance with the minimum on-
site/internal amenity requirements of Clause 58 Apartment Developments of the 
Manningham Planning Scheme. The non-compliances and the manner in which 
they have been addressed in the amended proposal are itemised as follows: 

 Control Requirement Apartment Original 
Proposal 

Comp-
liance? 

Amended 
Proposal 

Comp-
liance? 

Clause 
58.05-3 
Private 
Open 
Space 

3 or more bedroom 
dwelling: 12 square 

metres with a 
minimum dimension 
of 2.5sqm 

103 8.26sqm No 12sqm Yes 

105  

Replaced 
by G02  

8.19sqm No 71sqm ( 
at ground 
level) 

Yes 

203  8.26sqm No 12sqm Yes 

204  10.18sqm No 11sqm No – 
falls 
short 
by 
1sqm 

205  8.19sqm No 31sqm Yes 

303  8.26sqm No 12sqm Yes 

305 8.19sqm No 31sqm Yes 

8.44 In addition to the above, Apartments G01 and G03 do not comply with ResCode 
open space requirements at ground level by 3 square metres and 4 square 
metres respectively. Apartment G01 abuts land to the north which will be 
acquired at a later date by the owner of this site.  The purchase of this land will 
ensure compliance with the open space requirements of ResCode.  The non-
compliance for Apartment GO3 is considered to be minimal and upon balance is 
appropriate in this context.   
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8.45 All dwellings meet the open space and room depth requirements of Clause 
58.05-3 and Clause 58.07-2 with the exception of Apartment 302 which has a 
depth of 9.45 metres.  The dwelling falls short of the 9m room depth requirement 
by 0.45 metres however is considered to be a minor variation for a dwelling which 
has an overall high level of internal amenity.  

8.46 It is further noted that windowless studies have been removed from all 
apartments with the exception of apartments 103 and 203.  Previously 10 
dwellings contained windowless studies in the original proposal.  On balance, 
despite the aforementioned four instances of non-compliances with the 
applicable standard, the development provides for suitable on-site and internal 
amenity for future residents. Where non-compliances are observed, they are 
nominal and/or offset by other amenities (such as additional, secondary open 
space terraces or larger window openings).  

  Ground of Refusal 5 

The proposal does not provide adequate facilities and detailed design through 
poorly integrated building entry, which is contrary to 58.05-2 (Building entry and 
circulation), and inappropriately located mailboxes and service cabinets that are 
poorly integrated with the development, which is contrary to Clause 58.06-2 (Site 
Services) objectives of the Manningham Planning Scheme.  

8.47 The original proposal included a primary building entry that was not easily 
identifiable, with the entry space located beneath the footpath level, partially 
obscured by front fencing and lacking any identifying features.  

8.48 The amended proposal widens the entry path to reduce the obscuring of the 
entry door, whilst also utilising a clear glazed finish for the entirety of the entry 
lobby, making the entry space more evident to the streetscape.  

8.49 These changes, when combined with the differing finish of the overhanging 
terrace above, provide sufficient identification of the primary building entry.  

8.50 Further, the original proposal included a bulky, obscure service cabinet along the 
frontage that served as the front fence for nearly half of the development.  

8.51 The amended proposal separates the service cabinets, with the water metre 
relocated further to the north-west corner of the site and enveloped by fencing, 
significantly reducing the visual blight that resulted from all services being located 
together.  

8.52 The resulting integration of services into the front fence results in a satisfactory 
streetscape treatment.  

  Ground of Refusal 6 

The proposal does not provide adequately detailed visibility splay requirements 
along the exit lane at the site frontage and has not fully considered crossover 
width or location impacts on street trees, which is contrary to Design Standard 1 
(Accessways) at Clause 52.06-9 (Car Parking) of the Manningham Planning 
Scheme. 
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8.53 The proposal originally failed to detail visibility splays on the ground floor plan to 
demonstrate adequate site lines when exiting the basement. The amended plans 
adequately detail visibility splays in accordance with Design Standard 1 of Clause 
52.06 Car Parking of the Scheme.  

8.54 It is noted that the location of the crossover has not changed and will require 
removal of a mature street tree. Considering the topography of the land, the 
crossover has been sited in the most logical location for basement access, at the 
lowest point of the land. On balance, removal of a street tree to accommodate a 
development of this nature is an acceptable outcome subject to replacement 
planting. 

  Conclusion  

8.55 It is considered that the changes to the plans now address Council’s grounds of 
refusal for the reasons outlined within this report.  

8.56 It is recommended that Council indicate its support of the amended proposal for 
the reasons outlined within the report subject to “without prejudice” conditions. 

9. DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect 
conflict of interest in this matter. 
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